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Abstract

With increasing interest in applications which benefit
from distributed computing paradigm and require at the
same time to operate on data from heterogeneous data
sources there is an increasing desire for commit protocols
which can suit such systems. Well known two-phase com-
mit protocol and three-phase commit protocol or its modi-
fications do not provide flexibility which is desired for wide
area of potential applications. In this paper we present
an adaptation of three-phase commit protocol for dynamic
distributed systems. The protocol is not only resistant to
nodes/network failures, but also provides good scalability.
Our protocol offers users a set of parameters which can
be tuned and, depending on specific requirements of the
system, guarantee consistency at desired level for the best
price.

1 Introduction
An emerging class of distributed data intensive applica-

tions rely on large scale distributed and heterogeneous data
sources; examples are enterprise end-system management,
workflow management, and computer-supported collabora-
tive work. Consider a nation-wide IT network provider that
owns hundreds of thousands of network devices across the
country. The devices produce hundreds of megabytes of
data every hour (such as alarms and maintenance events).
It is nearly impossible to store the data in one, nation-wide
database server. Instead, hundreds of smaller servers with
potentially heterogeneous database systems are used where
each of them connects to local devices and stores informa-
tion reported by them. In order to develop applications such
as an enterprise-scale device management system or a re-
port generation tool, data from multiple distributed and het-
erogeneous sources must be queried, integrated and possi-
bly modified. The goal can be obtained using distributed
metacomputing paradigm. As a consequence, the frame-
work used to built such systems has to address multiple is-

sues.
Scale. The scale of the applications we consider requires
good performance and scalability without sacrificing data
integrity. At one end of the spectrum, earlier distributed
database systems [15], such as SDD-1, R* and Mariposa,
share modest targets for network scalability (a handful of
distributed sites). They focus on making distribution trans-
parent to users and applications and encapsulating distri-
bution with ACID guarantees for transaction. At the other
end of the spectrum, Internet scale query systems, such as
Astrolabe [28] and PIER [9], target a very large scale (thou-
sands if not millions of nodes) but sacrifice on consistency
semantics and data update functionalities. The scale of the
applications we consider falls somewhere in the middle of
the spectrum. This requires not only geographic scalabil-
ity that allows systems scales to massively distributed geo-
graphic patterns but also load scalability that allow the sys-
tem to expand or contract its resource pool to accommodate
heavier or lighter query loads. Geographic scalability has
been the focus of most Internet scale distributed systems
that developed efficient distributed indexes and query rout-
ing schemes to address massively distributed data sources.
The metacomputing paradigm originated from distributed
systems community offers a cost effective way to provide
load scalability where nodes can share resources and form a
virtual supercomputer for both query processing infrastruc-
ture and application itself. The distributed commit protocol
for applications we are considering requires unique charac-
teristics. One of the main features from the point of scala-
bility is a possibility of adjusting to the scale of the system
which can vary from just few to hundreds of nodes.
Network and Resource Dynamics. Another characteristics
of the large scale distributed applications in the wide area
networks is the dynamic network conditions (such as node
availability and network latency) and resource conditions
(such as load of the nodes). In the area of data operating sys-
tems this has a few implications on the distribution of query
processing or data operations. Conventional query process-
ing strategies [15] will not work well because of their as-



sumption of constant throughput and homogeneous or con-
stant network delay (e.g. they only consider data size to
reduce data shipping). Also, conventional distributed com-
mit protocol algorithms will fail if attempted to be used. In
order to guarantee the usage of resources in the most effi-
cient way and to achieve the desired scalability, techniques
of operating on data have to adapt to network and resource
dynamics. As far as commit protocol is concerned, it is re-
quired to handle scenarios of network or node failures. It is
desired not to block whole protocol when one single node
becomes unavailable for longer time but rather to unlock
resources as soon as possible to increase system throughput
for pending transactions.
Support for data operations. Most of applications do not
only select data from database, but also requires to up-
date, delete or create it. Applications using metacomputing
paradigm are not an exception. Therefore, support for data
operations is a must for any data operating middleware. As
mentioned before, Internet scale systems generally sacrifice
data update functionalities. On the other hand, classical dis-
tributed database systems offer ACID guarantees for trans-
action support. However, those systems do not scale well
and distributed commit protocols used there are not suitable
for larger scale dynamic environments with different char-
acteristics.

Considering wide area of potential systems we are con-
sidering, we formulated three basic requirements which
have to be satisfied by commit protocol that can be used.
In our opinion, key features include (1) non-blocking ap-
proach, (2) resistance to dynamic environment and (3) possi-
bility of adjusting required consistency level. The answer to
variable systems scale and dynamics of nodes and intercon-
nection network are both, non-blocking approach and resis-
tance to dynamic environment feature. When some nodes
become unavailable, especially in larger systems, the proto-
col should continue on available ones and finish as soon as
possible. As the locks held by transactions on active nodes
are released, further operations can be performed what in-
creases the system utilization and availability. Of course,
nodes which failed will have to perform recovery proce-
dures which can guarantee data consistency; however, we
strongly believe that the new approach to distributed data
systems and possibly wide area of potential systems needs
to leave decision about the consistency level on users site.
Therefore, the users can specify whether the operation they
want to execute requires full consistency, or if they are will-
ing to take the risk of inconsistent state in case of some
failures. One could of course argue that commit protocol
has to offer full consistency at all times. In our opinion,
however, the broad area of potential systems usage makes
such a claim improper. Intuitively, guarantee of full con-
sistency costs much more than guarantee of partial consis-
tency. This fact has immediate result on the performance

of the system and response time of operations and queries.
In some cases, the consistency requirement is a must (e.g.
implementation of distributed systems for a bank or finan-
cial institutions). On the other hand, implementation of the
system for analysis purposes will not suffer from relaxed
consistency and it is probably more beneficial to offer more
efficient operations at the cost of possibly inconsistent state
when some rare failures are met. Moreover, different de-
ployment environments can lead to different conclusions.
When an application is deployed on enterprise-scale highly
reliable machines, the possibility of failures is very small.
In such a scenario, it is again more beneficial to limit the
cost of executing operations and use protocol which might
not offer full consistency in case of extremely rare failures.
Contributions. In this paper we present a distributed com-
mit protocol that can be used in frameworks which address
wide variety of applications. First, the protocol addresses
both, small scale systems with couple of nodes and larger
solutions which operate on hundreds of nodes. Second, it
is resilient to network partitioning and multiple nodes fail-
ures. Finally, the protocol is flexible in the level of provided
consistency. Such an approach helps to adjust the param-
eters to guarantee consistency guarantee for systems with
different characteristics at the lowest cost. We would like to
highlight that the solution we are providing is not specific to
data operations or metacomputing systems. In general, our
protocol is applicable to any distributed environment where
requirement for atomic commit is present.
The protocol we offer has been implemented as a part
of DObjects data query infrastructure for metacomputing
frameworks. In the consequence important contribution of
this paper is also that we provide along the lines easy to
use distributed framework which provides not only a query
infrastructure, but also data operations capabilities. The
framework is complete, it is integrated with metacomput-
ing infrastructure (i.e. it can benefit from resource sharing
process) and can be easily used in applications benefiting
from metacomputing paradigm.
Finally, we present deep analysis of our protocol. We ana-
lyze different settings of its parameters, describing consis-
tency level provided by each of them. Moreover, our exper-
imental analysis which uses both real protocol implemen-
tation and simulation environment gives good idea of cost
that needs to be paid when different parameter settings are
used.
Organization. Remaining part of this paper is organized as
follows. Next section discusses related work to our prob-
lem. Section 3 presents our distributed commit protocol
followed by its analysis (Section 4). Section 5 describes
DObjects framework that can be used to build distributed
systems based on metacomputing paradigm and requiring
to operate on distributed data sources and that was extended
with protocol presented here. In Section 6 we present exper-



imental evaluation of suggested protocol and we conclude
in section 7.

2 Related work
Our work on adapting commit protocol for metacomput-

ing frameworks was inspired and informed by a number of
research areas.
Distributed system architectures Distributed systems
have been a subject of research for quite a long time. Dis-
tributed computing paradigm offers great scalability at rel-
atively low price by sharing distributed resources to solve
large-scale computing problems. With many distributed
computing architectures (e.g. client-server or P2P) and plat-
forms (BOINC [3], Unicore [23], Globus Toolkit [7] just
to name few) one can find framework which is the best
suited for given problem. The variety of available solu-
tions offers many approaches to the resource sharing pro-
cess. Some systems are assumed to be run on a volunteer
basis and can be treated as donating one’s unused compu-
tational power to work on interesting computational prob-
lems. Such an example is BOINC [3] platform which is
used to solve computationally intensive research problems.
Other systems are more rigorous about the participants of
computing network. For instance grid systems and such
platforms as Globus Toolkit [7] and UNICORE [23], pro-
vide general frameworks for running software on grid archi-
tecture using different approaches such as component-based
model [4] and distributed objects paradigm [29]. However,
they require centralized services for authentication or job
submission which limit these solutions.

The issue of centralized services was the main reason
for emerging of a decentralized metacomputing platforms,
such as H2O [17, 11]. This class of frameworks avoids
the administrative burden related to using grid systems and
makes resource sharing easier for providers, developers and
resource users, in the spirit of the P2P model.
Distributed computing is also possible without using frame-
works mentioned before. DCOM1, CORBA2 or RMI3 offer
the distributed object paradigms which can be used to built
distributed systems. However, those solutions only allow
objects to be distributed across a heterogeneous network
whilst for instance H2O is a complete resource sharing plat-
form which is built on top of distributed objects paradigm.
Distributed commit protocol Distributed commit protocol
has also been research subject for quite a long time. Among
a variety of distributed commit protocols the most popu-
lar seems to be two-phase commit protocol (2PC) presented
in [18] or three-phase commit protocol (3PC) described in
[25]. The phases in two-phase protocol are commit-request
phase (in which the coordinator prepares all the cohorts to

1http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms809340.aspx
2http://www.corba.org/
3http://java.sun.com/javase/technologies/core/basic/rmi/index.jsp

commit transaction) and commit phases (in which uniform
decision is made by the coordinator and transaction is either
committed or aborted). There are two most common vari-
ations of 2PC protocol which are presented in [21]. First
of them named presumed abort assume that the transaction
aborts if it is not explicitly committed; in such an approach
abort messages do not need to be acknowledged by cohorts.
The second variation is named presumed commit and it as-
sumes the transaction commits if it is not explicitly aborted.
In this approach commit messages do not need to be ac-
knowledged, however, extra log information about prepared
cohorts is required on coordinator site. As most transactions
are assumed to commit, the second approach has an advan-
tage. The problem with 2PC is that it is blocking solution,
i.e. all nodes will keep their locks while waiting for the
messages. Therefore, in case of node failures, active nodes
will keep waiting and the locks will not be released. As can
be noted, such an approach can be applied for rather static
distributed databases as the protocol will not handle well
cases when nodes join or leave the network. The solution to
this problem was three-phase commit protocol (3PC). The
protocol originally extended idea of the 2PC by adding third
phase which is placed between commit-request and commit
phases. The phase is called pre-commit which informs co-
horts about the early decision of coordinator. The 3PC has
additional transitions which are performed in case of time-
outs. They guarantee that in case of failures the protocol
would release locks even in case of node failure.
The basic three-phase commit protocol is not resilient to
site failures, lost messages, and network partitioning. The
solution to those issues was quorum-based commit protocol
(Q3PC) that can maintain consistency even in the case of
network partitioning and was proposed in [24]. The pro-
tocols do not require that a failure to be correctly identified
or even detected, however, at the cost of protocol perfor-
mance (and possibly blocking behavior). If network parti-
tioning occurs, connected nodes construct quorum and de-
cide whether they can solve the transaction. Later, fur-
ther modifications were suggested to the original Q3PC. As
there are some cases when Q3PC blocks quorum (e.g. in
case of cascade failures), enhanced quorum-based commit
protocol (E3PC) was presented in [13]. The main idea of
the protocol is to maintain two additional counters which
guarantee that connected quorum never blocks. The obser-
vation that E3PC tends to decide to abort transactions in
many of those quorate failure sequences where Q3PC would
block has led to improved version of E3PC presented in
[13]. The new protocol makes progress towards commit-
ting a transaction during recovery in circumstances where
E3PC would abort.

Authors of [19] presented an interesting approach to
efficient commit protocol for distributed main memory
databases. The core idea is to limit number of sent mes-



sages. In the proposed protocol instead of sending and re-
ceiving two sets of messages one after the other as in two
phase commit, only one set of messages is sent after the
coordinator completes committing a distributed transaction.
An interesting enhancement to 2PC protocol was introduced
in [30]. The paper presents approach of replicating the
coordinator and running a Byzantine agreement algorithm
among the coordinator replicas with the goal of dealing with
faulty coordinators sending conflicting decisions to differ-
ent participants.

Even though the distributed commit protocol seems to fit
distributed databases area the best, the distributed database
systems do not provide wide range of commit protocol so-
lutions. In most cases, 2PC and its variations were imple-
mented (R* system [21] and INGRES [27]). In many other
projects, either the ACID requirement for transactions was
sacrificed as a trade-off for a very large scale (PIER [10, 9]),
or the system was mainly prepared for selecting data. Thus,
such platforms as Seaweed [22], HyperQueries [12], Ac-
tive XML4 or Mariposa [26] provide a good architecture for
processing queries, but do not provide features of data mod-
ification.
Fault tolerance in distributed systems. Another body of
work related to our research is fault tolerance in distributed
systems. With increasing popularity of grid computing, a
problem of grid service reliability was brought up in [6].
The paper provides an analysis of reliability in the context
various possible failures such as time-outs, network fail-
ures, program or resource failures. Such papers as [1, 5]
were aimed at researching dependable storage systems re-
lying on data replication. One of the most popular replica-
tion technique are quorum based protocols [8]. Such pro-
tocols assume that replication allows to perform reads and
writes only on a subset of all available servers (quorum).
Byzantine quorum systems [20] were developed to allow
tolerance of Byzantine server failures. Research work pre-
sented in [14] attempts to increase efficiency of Byzantine
quorum systems by using optimistic quorum collection and
adaptive probabilistic cashing. Another idea for reducing
overhead of Byzantine quorum protocols was presented in
[16]. The problem of detecting faults in Byzantine quorum
systems was investigated in [2]. The authors propose sta-
tistical approaches for estimating the risk posed by faulty
servers.

3 Commit protocol
According to our earlier discussion, a key features for

distributed commit protocol suitable for wide range of dis-
tributed applications are (1) non-blocking approach, (2) re-
sistance to dynamic environment and (3) possibility of ad-
justing required consistency level. In this section we will
provide description of protocol which satisfies all those re-

4http://activexml.net/

quirements. We will start our discussion from analysis of
classical three-phase commit protocol.
3PC and problems. Now, as we know what requirements
need to be met by commit protocol suitable for dynamic
metacomputing framework, let’s take a look at existing so-
lutions. 2PC cannot be used efficiently as it is blocking pro-
tocol. Our requirements clearly state non-blocking func-
tionalities. 3PC protocol presented in Figure 1 is much bet-
ter. It solves the blocking behavior by adding failure and
timeout transitions along with extra phase in which coor-
dinator informs cohorts about early decision of the trans-
action outcome. The protocol proceeds as follows. First
coordinator sends commit request to all cohorts. If all co-
hort agree to transaction, coordinator moves to next phase.
If any cohort does not agree, whole transaction is aborted.
Next, after all the cohorts agreed to the transaction, co-
ordinator sends prepare to commit message (pre-commit
phase) to cohorts. After all the cohorts acknowledge re-
ceiving of the prepare message, coordinator sends commit
messages and commits. The basic version of 3PC does not
support, however, network partitioning or multiple nodes
failure cases. If any of these is met, the protocol can end
up in inconsistent state. For instance, when network parti-
tioning occurs when coordinator starts sending pre-commit
messages, nodes which received pre-commit would com-
mit whilst others would abort. Moreover, it assumes atomic
transitions from one state to another. As a consequence the
message pre-commit can either be sent to all the cohorts or
to none of them. Such a requirement is often hard to imple-
ment in various distributed computing paradigms without
a dedicated hardware or operating system support. By ex-
tending the 3PC, such protocols as Q3PC or E3PC or X3PC,
attempt to deal with those issues. The protocols are based
on the idea of quorum creation which decides about unre-
solved transaction by communication among participating
nodes at the cost of blocking approach. When quorums are
created, site will hold unresolved transactions until the net-
work or node failures are fixed. Even though those proto-
cols can address some of requirements for our protocol, still
the parametrized consistency level was not addressed.

3.1 Protocol proposal

The protocol which we are proposing is a modified ver-
sion of basic 3PC. The modification attempts to address
three key issues: (1) resistance to multiple nodes failure or
network partitioning, (2) flexibility of consistency level re-
quirement and (3) support for partial transitions from one
state to another. We analyzed basic 3PC and observed that
the efficiency of operations is reflected by multiple factors.
First, the impact on efficiency has logging. As each log has
to be forced to persistent storage before the protocol pro-
ceeds, such operations are expected to have impact on the
response time of the commit protocol (especially for tightly
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Figure 1: Basic 3PC protocol.

coupled distributed systems connected by very fast connec-
tion backbone). The amount of logged information also
impacts the response time. Second, the timeout parameter
in 3PC (i.e. the time after which timeout transition is fol-
lowed) impacts possibly other transactions or queries which
are trying to access given data items due to locks held by ac-
tive transactions. The longer the timeout is, the longer many
data items can be locked by transactions which harms espe-
cially wider systems (e.g. systems offering statistical anal-
ysis) where consistency is not the matter of such an impor-
tance. Finally, as we mentioned before, the requirement of
atomic transitions is hard to implement in many distributed
metacomputing systems.
Assumptions. We assume that our implementation of com-
mit protocol uses nodes which provide interface being able
to perform operations in the following way. Operations are
executed and later committed or rolled back. When our al-
gorithm successfully executes operation on given interface,
it guarantees that the operation can be locally committed.
Later, the algorithm can either commit or roll back the op-
erations. However, when node failure occurs after opera-
tions were executed, but before committed or rolled back,
the state of operations is unidentified (e.g. interface does
not have to provide any guarantee here).
Protocol overview. To solve problems described above we
are proposing an adaptation of three-phase commit proto-
col for highly distributed and dynamic environments. Our
main idea is to make the algorithm configurable so that, de-
pending on specific deployment characteristics of the sys-
tem, users can tune it to achieve the best efficiency at the
lowest cost in terms of system resources. As we pointed
above, amount of log data and timeout value both have im-
pact on the efficiency. Therefore, our commit protocol has
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two parameters, log level and transaction timeout.
Log level. The log level switch allows to switch users be-
tween the amount of logged information. Three options are
considered, namely no logging, optimistic logging and full
logging. In no logging case, each node does not log any in-
formation to persistent storage. When option of optimistic
log level is enabled, algorithm saves in persistent storage
only information about crucial steps of protocol (such as
commit request, prepare or commit). However, no infor-
mation about operations being performed is saved. In this
case recovery options are limited. When node fails after
operations were executed on operations interface but before
they were committed, it can obtain the state of transaction it
was participating in. However, it does not have information
about operations which should be executed to undo/redo the
transaction (please remember that our assumptions do not
guarantee anything for executed operations but not commit-
ted/rolled back). Option of full logging saves to persistent
storage both, steps of protocol and undo/redo information.
In this case, each node has full information that enables it to
undo or redo any operations even if it fails before commit-
ting or rolling back operations on operations interface. We
should mention that it is assumed for each party to use write
ahead log (WAL), e.g. information is logged on persistent
storage before any actions on local operations interface are
performed.
Transaction timeout. The parameter that defines max time
unresolved transaction can persist in the system. When
timeout is reached, decision is made even if some partici-
pants of the commit protocol are not available. Of course
such an approach can lead to inconsistent decisions which
have to be solved by users (for instance by resubmitting the



transaction after the system was repaired). When timeout is
set to infinity, the transaction will not be finished before the
full agreement is reached.

Figure 2 presents modified 3PC protocol we are suggest-
ing. Our assumption is that, when transition is performed,
operations associated with this transition are executed in
new state. However, the operations do not have to be ex-
ecuted atomically. For instance, in transition between states
w and p of coordinator, sending prepare messages starts af-
ter the transition to p is performed and coordinator can fail
after sending any number of messages (including none).
Reader should be also aware of the fact that two types of
timeouts are used. First, timeout T, means timeout when
waiting for message. The second, transaction timeout (ab-
breviated as TT) which represents parameter of our trans-
action protocol. Coordinator site of the protocol introduces
a new state called u representing unknown outcome of the
transaction. The state solves following issue. When co-
ordinator is in state p, it can start sending pre-commit to
cohorts. When failure of coordinator occurs just after send-
ing few messages, but not all of them, exact outcome of
transaction is unknown (it could not happen in original 3PC
because of transaction atomicity assumption). In this case,
cohorts can achieve full or partial agreement which depends
on transaction timeout and log level parameters. Therefore,
when all cohorts committed, transition to state c is followed
and transaction commits on coordinator site. On the other
hand, when all cohorts aborted, transaction aborts. Finally,
when some cohorts committed, some aborted or when some
cohorts are not available and the transaction timeouts, then
user has to be notified about the error while executing the
transaction (state e). In this case, additional steps have to be
performed by user (e.g. transaction has to be resubmitted).
Cohort’s site of the protocol is also quite similar to the solu-
tion presented in the original 3PC protocol. The only mod-
ification was required when cohort is in state w. In the
original protocol, both failure and timeout transitions lead
to the a state. However, as we allowed non-atomic tran-
sitions in coordinator, such an approach is impossible. In
our approach only some cohorts could be notified with pre-
commit or abort message (e.g. in case of coordinator fail-
ure during sending those messages) and some cohorts have
to make final decision with respect to possible decisions of
others. Thus, when T or F occurs at state wi, and when all
cohorts are present, transaction on cohort can be commit-
ted or aborted - depending on state of other cohorts. The
approach here is somehow similar as in quorum-based pro-
tocols. If TT occurs, max allowable time for transaction has
expired and decision has to be made even when not all the
cohorts are available.
A word of explaining is required for the idea of timeout T
in cohort’s state wi. T can be treated as a timer - when it ex-
pires, protocol checks the conditions. If conditions of some

transition in the graph are satisfied, it is followed. If no
conditional transition is satisfied, protocol stays in the same
state and resets the counter.

4 Protocol analysis
In this section we will analyze the algorithm we pre-

sented above. We will start from proving that for certain
parameters configuration one can achieve full consistency
requirement. Next, we will discuss different configurations
and consistency levels they offer.

4.1 Informal proof of algorithm correctness when full
logging and infinite transaction timeout are used

Claim 1 When full logging and infinite transaction time-
out are used, all cohorts commit or abort transaction.

We will prove Claim 1 by contradiction. Let’s assume
that, the protocol can end with inconsistent decision among
cohorts. In case of no-failure operation, the inconsistent de-
cision would require that some nodes obtained commit and
some obtained abort messages. However, such a situation
is not possible, as either all cohorts are notified with pre-
commit and commit or with abort message and once the
coordinator makes decision to commit the transaction, this
decision is not changed.
Coordinator failure. Now, let’s assume that coordinator
failed before sending commit messages to cohorts or after
sending only few pre-commit messages and in consequence
no cohort received commit message and some received pre-
commits. For cohort, which have to be either in state wi

(if pre-commit was not received) or pi (if pre-commit was
received), the only way of reaching commit state without
commit message is to follow timeout or failure transition
from those states to commit state. If current state is qi,
we know that cohort wanted to commit and transaction is
committed. Now let’s take a look at cohorts in state wi.
As TT is set to infinity, the TT part of condition in tran-
sition to abort state will never be satisfied. The second
part of this condition can only be satisfied if any cohort re-
ceived abort (not possible as coordinator failed before send-
ing commit message, but after sending pre-commits) or non
of cohorts involved in transaction received pre-commit or
commit. Clearly, such condition guarantees that if any co-
hort received commit or pre-commit, others will not abort
but will eventually follow failure or timeout transition from
state wi to ci and commit the transaction.
When coordinator decides to abort transaction, it starts
sending abort messages to cohorts. When such a decision
is made, there is no possibility of changing it (when coor-
dinator is in state p meaning it has decided to start sending
pre-commits, it can follow only to c or u; abort message is
not sent to cohorts). If abort message is delivered to any
cohort, or if none receives pre-commit or commit, the pro-
tocol guarantees that all other cohorts would follow to abort
states.



Cohort failures. Let’s now take a look at failures on co-
hort sites. If cohort fails in state qi, it follows to abort state
immediately. Moreover, when any of cohorts is in the state
above, coordinator is in state w or in q and in case of failure
or timeout it follows to abort state. Therefore, both coor-
dinator and failed cohorts abort transaction. Cohorts which
did not fail, can now be in either of states, qi or wi. As those
cohorts would not receive further messages, they timeout
and can only follow transaction to abort state as no pre-
commit or commit was sent by coordinator. A bit different
situation is encountered when cohort being in state wi fails.
In this case coordinator can be either in w (in this case no
pre-commit was sent) or in p (some pre-commit messages
might have been sent). If coordinator is still in w and fails,
it moves to abort. Other cohorts will also eventually reach
the abort state (including the failed cohort). If coordinator
is in state p and it fails, it moves to u. However, some co-
horts might have received pre-commit message and move to
state pi and eventually to commit state. The failed cohort at
state wi after recovery contacts other cohorts what guaran-
tees the consistency. Please observe that infinite transaction
timeout guarantees that either cohort which knows the out-
come of transaction has to be contacted or protocol waits
for all cohorts to verify that outcome is unknown and aborts
transaction. If pre-commit message was delivered to any
cohort, whole transaction will be committed. If no one re-
ceived pre-commit, the transaction will be aborted. Finally,
as coordinator being in state u sees that all the cohorts either
committed or aborted, he makes the final decision as well.
When cohort being in state pi fails, it commits the transac-
tion after recovery. When cohort is in state pi, coordinator
can be in state p or c and other cohorts can be either in state
wi or qi. If coordinator being in state p fails, it failed ei-
ther after sending at least some pre-commit messages (as
at least failed cohort received this message). When other
cohorts which have not received pre-commit message time-
out from state wi, they will verify state of other cohorts and
eventually commit as transaction timeout being set to infin-
ity ensures that at least one cohort aware of outcome or all
cohorts are required for making final decision. If cohort be-
ing in state qi fails and coordinator being in state c fails, all
cohorts must have received the pre-commit message and are
in states qi. Therefore, all the cohorts follow failure or time-
out transactions and commit. One aspect needs explaining.
When cohort being in state wi fails, it can either commit or
abort the transaction. However, as full logging option was
used, cohort have all the information to perform correct ac-
tions.
By the discussion above we showed that, it is not possible to
reach inconsistent decision among cohorts. Therefore, the
assumption of the hypothesis was wrong and algorithm does
guarantee the uniform decision. What is not surprising, the
protocol with described parameters is blocking. If failure

or network partitioning occurs, the protocol waits until the
problem is fixed. However, such a behavior was expected
as Skeen proved in [25] that there does not exist a non-
blocking commit protocol resilient to multiple nodes failure
or network partitioning.

4.2 Analysis of the protocol for various parameters
configuration

We will now discuss different parameters configuration
and take a closer look at consistency level they offer. Previ-
ous section proved that when full logging and infinite time-
out are used, the protocol guarantees full consistency. Let’s
analyze what happens when user attempts to change a log
level.
No log information. In case of no logging situation is rel-
atively simple. In case of node failure and restart, no infor-
mation about the state of transaction is available. In fact,
such a node even does not know the transaction existed. We
assume that when no-logging was used, no failure transi-
tion can be followed. Even in such a case there are some
scenarios which lead to consistent state. For instance, when
coordinator fails before sending commit messages but after
sending all the pre-commits, all cohorts would time out from
states pi and the transaction would be committed among
all other cohorts. There are many cases, however, which
can lead to inconsistency. One of examples is as follows.
Let’s assume coordinator starts sending pre-commit mes-
sages and it fails after the first one is sent (when coordina-
tor fails and no logging option is used, it does not follow
any failure state and simply forgets about the transaction).
Next, cohort which received pre-commit waits, times out to
commit and fails forgetting about the transaction. As other
cohorts also timeout, they start to ask others about the out-
come of transaction. When failed cohort recovers, however,
it does not have any information about the past transac-
tion so it cannot inform cohorts about the fact it commit-
ted transaction. In consequence, other cohorts abort and the
state is inconsistent.
Optimistic log. When optimistic log is used, it is enough
to solve the inconsistency issue described above. In this
case, each node participating in transaction leaves transac-
tion marks. Failed cohort above would know after the restart
that the transaction above was committed and he would no-
tify other nodes about it. Therefore, other cohorts pending
in state wi would follow transition to commit state and con-
sistent state is maintained. Even though the optimistic log-
ging solves some problems, it still can lead to inconsistency.
It is enough to continue discussion above and add failure of
cohort which waits in state wi. Even though the node has
the knowledge of transaction and its state, according to our
assumptions it has to undo or redo actions depending on the
transaction outcome. However, as such a knowledge is not
available, transaction would become inconsistent. Such a



problem is solved by full logging. We will not continue the
discussion here as this scenario has already been covered by
subsection 4.1.
Transaction timeout. The discussion above assumed that
transaction timeout parameter was not altered (e.g. infinite
value was used). At this point we will take a closer look
at what happens when user decides to change it and spec-
ifies fixed value. The transaction timeout limits amount of
time that nodes can wait for being able to contact others
in case of network partitioning or node failure. Let’s first
consider scenarios when no node failure occurs. When net-
work partitions and some cohorts which are in state wi be-
come unreachable from coordinator, those cohorts will sim-
ply wait for messages. When none is received, they face
time out and attempt to contact others to find the outcome
of transaction. However, if network failure is not fixed be-
fore transaction timeout is reached, decision can be made
without respect to some of the cohorts. This can lead to
inconsistency. For instance, when coordinator sends pre-
commit messages and network partitioning occurs, the clus-
ter of connected nodes which includes the cohorts which re-
ceived pre-commit would commit whilst clusters which did
not receive any pre-commit would abort.
Let’s now consider a case of node failures. For each of dis-
cussed log levels we showed some scenarios which lead
to consistent states. Those scenarios remain valid when
transaction timeout is used. This parameter simply lim-
its the waiting time for nodes to be restarted. If failed
node is restarted before transaction timeout occurs, the sce-
nario will be followed and consistency will be maintained
to the extent provided by given log level. If the node is
not restarted before the transaction timeout occurred, some
cohorts can make decision without respect to the state of
transaction on failed cohorts and inconsistent state can be
reached.

4.3 Summary of the parameters configuration

Table 1 contains a summary of available parameters for
our commit protocol. We included all possible configura-
tions and described consistency level that can be reached
by using them. Reader can notice that when full logging
and infinite transaction timeout are used, full consistency
is guaranteed at the cost of blocking approach. However,
in case of altering the parameters, protocol is resistant to
particular type of failures, but some scenarios can lead to
inconsistency.

5 DOBjects - a metacomputing framework
for distributed data systems

Our initial implementation of the protocol presented
above was provided for DObjects system. In this section
we will provide readers with more details about this frame-
work. DObjects is general purpose framework that exploits

No log Optimistic log Full log
Finite
timeout

Consistency if protocol
finishes before timeout
(nodes failure cause in-
consistency). Possibly
no information for users
about the outcome of
transaction

Consistency
if protocol
finishes be-
fore timeout
(nodes fail-
ure can cause
inconsistency)

Consistency
if protocol
finishes before
timeout

Infinite
timeout

Resistant to net. fail-
ures, nodes failures lead
to inconsistency. Pos-
sibly no information for
users about the outcome of
transaction

Resistant to net.
failures, nodes
failures can lead
to inconsistency

Full consis-
tency, prone
to net. and
node fail-
ures, blocking
protocol

Table 1: Summary of available consistency level depending on
transaction parameters

distributed metacomputing paradigm. We will discuss ar-
chitecture of the framework and data operations which are
available for users.

5.1 System Architecture

Figure 3 presents a vision of deployed DObjects frame-
work. The system has no centralized services and thus al-
lows system administrators to avoid all the burden in this
area. It uses the metacomputing paradigm as a resource
sharing substrate. Each node in the system provides its com-
putational power that can be used by others during query
execution. In addition, nodes can run data adapters which
pull data from external data sources and transform it to a
uniform format that is expected while building query re-
sponses. Front-end users can connect to any system node;
however, while the physical connection is established be-
tween a client and one of the system nodes, the logical con-
nection is established between a client node and a virtual
database system consisting of all the participating nodes.

DObjects 
node

Client Client

Oracle

PostgreSQL
Data 

stream

DObjects 

node

DObjects 

node

DObjects 

node

Data 

adapters

Figure 3: System Architecture

Current implementation builds on top of a Java
metacomputing platform, H2O[11, 17], that provides
lightweight, decentralized and peer-to-peer resource shar-
ing and communication. Data adapters are implemented



using a Java object/relational mapping API, Hibernate5, to
pull data from heterogeneous relational data sources such
as MySQL, PostgreSQL, Oracle etc. Adapter interface can
be also implemented for any abstract sources providing data
(for example, data file, network device or any system device
driver).

5.2 Data Operations

To support various applications, DObjects supports ad-
hoc queries, batch queries and possibly in the future con-
tinuous queries. In case of an ad-hoc query, the system
provides response immediately after its completion and ex-
ecution of user’s code is blocked until the query is finished.
As the opposite, batch queries are executed in background.
When a batch query is executed, user’s code is not blocked
and notifications about results are provided on a given lis-
tener. What is important, user can get results incrementally
and operate on partial results while the query is executed.
The idea of continuous queries that remain in the system un-
til explicit termination will be based on the following idea.
Whenever new data comes from adapter, system can deter-
mine whether it is potential answer to the standing queries.
If so, the response is prepared and sent to appropriate users.

The system offers data in the form of data objects which
form a hierarchy. Therefore, the query language for the sys-
tem could be implemented using any language that allows
one to specify populated attributes or conditions for given
attribute in objects hierarchy. XPath or XQuery as well as
SQL-like (or OQL-like) language are all valid approached.
In its final form DObjects will provide SQL-like (or OQL-
like) query interface as this family of languages is probably
the most common. Current stage of DObjects does not pro-
vide, however, parser for any of mentioned solutions. The
system provides its internal query language which builds on
top of Java implementation.

Through implementation of the commit protocol pre-
sented in this paper, the system was extended with ca-
pabilities of creating, deleting and updating data in data
sources with transaction semantics. Moreover, for each ex-
ecuted operation user has a chance to decide through trans-
action parameters what consistency level is desired in case
of nodes or network failure. The section below presents an
evaluation of the algorithm.

6 Experimental evaluation
In this section we present experimental evaluation of dis-

tributed commit protocol described in previous sections.
The evaluation is divided into two parts. The first part
presents results obtained from evaluating implementation of
the commit protocol for DObjects framework. The second
part of evaluation presents simulation results.

The experimental implementation of the algorithm was

5http://www.hibernate.org/
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performed for DObjects system described in Section 5. As
DObjects is framework that supports data operations, trans-
action management extended the system with operations of
creating, deleting and updating data. This part of experi-
mental evaluation is mainly focused on performance analy-
sis and presentation of log level impact on commit protocol
efficiency.

Our first experiment was focused on the analysis of
transaction response time. We show results for two data
operations, namely create and delete operations. The ex-
periment involved 8 system nodes and was deployed on
modern general purpose PCs (Intel DualCore CPUs, 1GB
RAM). The interconnection network was FastEthernet. Fig-
ure 4 presents response time for create and Figure 5 re-
sponse time for delete operations. What noticeable, our
assumptions were proven, reduction of log level from full
log option to optimistic log gives better performance of the
transactions. Comparison between optimistic log and no
log options gives conclusion that there is very small differ-
ence in transaction duration. Reader can observe huge dis-
proportion between comparison of full log and optimistic
log options between create and delete operations. The phe-
nomenon needs explaining. When full log for create oper-
ation is generated, UNDO operation requires simply create
operation and REDO log needs delete operation. Impor-
tantly, delete operation requires only the knowledge of ob-
ject id, which, in current implementation of the protocol for
DObjects system, is known from create operation directly.
Therefore, no extra information is needed. A bit different
situation is met when full log is created for delete opera-
tion. In this case implementation of the protocol offers only
id of deleted object. Such an information is enough to create
UNDO log. REDO log, however, requires create operation
of possibly deleted object. In this case information about
whole object is needed and it can be obtained only after
querying the database what explains the longer operation
duration.

The next experiment involved transaction throughput.
We measured average transaction throughput for different
number of independent clients. Operations were divided
between create and delete operations. The results are pre-



Parameter
name

Description Default value

failProb Probability of coordinator failure 0.01
lockProb Probability of that given transaction

will have to wait for another transac-
tion due to locks owned by that trans-
action

0.005

tTimeout Transaction timeout (parameter of the
commit protocol)

Variable

failD Average duration of cohort failure 100000 epochs

Table 2: Simulation parameters
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Figure 7: Transaction du-
rations for simulation results
(variable tTimeout and lock-
Prob).

sented in Figure 6. As expected, limiting amount of logged
information led to better throughput. Moreover, now one
can observe difference between optimistic logging and no
logging options. Especially for larger number of clients,
when the system becomes overloaded, no logging shows
better performance. Such a phenomenon is not surprising,
as writing even very small information to persistent storage
(e.g. hard drive) is considerable expensive operations, espe-
cially in case of high hardware utilization.

Transaction timeout parameter has large impact when
nodes fail or leave network. To verify the impact of this
parameter we have prepared a simulation of the protocol on
discrete event simulator. Our simulation provided few con-
figuration parameters which are described in Table 2. The
results we obtained for 40 cohorts and 5 coordinators are
presented in Figures 7, 8 and 9. In our scenario each coordi-
nator submits transactions one by one, and each transaction
involves random subset of 50% of all the cohorts. Please
note that in our simulation only coordinator nodes can fail
- this is more interesting scenario for evaluation of transac-
tion timeout parameter. The first Figure presents transaction
duration as a function of tTimeout and lockProb parameters
for default value of failProb and failD. Reader can observe
that the higher lockProb is, the higher transaction duration.
Intuitively, such a behavior is expected as when more trans-
actions have to wait for other transactions, the longer they
will last in the system. What is noticeable, when tTimeout
increases, transaction response time increases rapidly. Es-
pecially, for infinite value of tTimeout, which in practice
means that transactions will have to wait until the failed
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node was repaired, transactions take much longer.
The second simulation experiment presented in Fig. 8

uses default value of lockProb and failD and varies the co-
ordinator failure rate and transaction timeout. As we might
expect, with increase of failProb and tTimeout, the trans-
action response time increases. Increased failProb causes
more coordinator failures which causes longer locks for
transactions and has direct impact on the transaction dura-
tion. With smaller value of tTimeout the transactions time-
out faster and release kept resources. This allows other
transactions to proceed sooner what has an effect in smaller
response time.

The last simulation experiment presented in Figure 9 in-
volved variable tTimeout and failD for default value of lock-
Prob and failProb. The results seems to be quite surpris-
ing. When value of tTimeout increases, the transaction du-
ration increases as well. When transaction timeout is finite,
increase in average failure duration of coordinators causes
transaction duration to reduce. For infinite value of tTime-
out, however, the situation is completely different. In this
case, the longer average duration of coordinator failure, the
higher transaction response time. The phenomenon can be
explained as follows. When transaction timeout is short
enough, resources held by transaction submitted from coor-
dinator which fails are released quickly. In this case, other
coordinators can keep submitting the transactions and, as
one of coordinators is down, the probability of transaction
which have to wait for other transactions is reduced. Sim-
ply, the longer average duration of coordinator failure, the
better for other coordinators. On the other hand when infi-
nite timeout is used and failure of coordinator which holds
locks occurs, the locks will not be released until the coordi-
nator is repaired. During this time, other transactions which
require locks on items being locked by failed coordinator
cannot proceed. Intuitively, the longer average duration of
failure is, the longer other transactions will have to wait.

7 Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a new approach to com-

mit protocol. We have introduces a new protocol which is



based on 3PC and provides configuration parameters which
can be used for consistency level adjustment. Our research
was motivated by the fact that depending on specific sys-
tem deployment characteristics, users are willing to alter the
protocol in such a way it provides good consistency guaran-
tee at the lowest cost.
Besides the protocol itself, we have presented a data opera-
tions metacomputing framework which implements it. The
framework itself is worth of attention as it fully integrates
with metacomputing system. Not only it uses distributed
computing paradigm when queries or operations are exe-
cuted, but users also can develop distributed applications
which use shared resources. In this case, the data operations
system and user’s application both can benefit from dis-
tributed metacomputing paradigm in transparent way. Fi-
nally, our analysis of real implementation of the protocol
and simulation results prove that our assumptions were cor-
rect. When users change parameters of the protocol, and
allow inconsistency in some scenarios of failures, the sys-
tem throughput changes. In this case, when parameters are
chosen correctly to given system specific deployment char-
acteristics, one can achieve the best performance and con-
sistency level at the lowest price.
In the future work the fault tolerance area of the protocol
will be explored. We are planning to introduce data repli-
cations and extend the system with tolerance of Byzantine
nodes failures.
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